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Abstract
Background Body composition and height changes with aging which brings challenges in order to obtain accurate measures in this population, height
measurement is of great importance both in nutritional and clinical assessment in the elderly, and it has been widely used for obtaining values such as body
mass index, the aim of this study was to assess the validity of arm span to estimate height in Colombian older adults. Methods This is a secondary analysis
of the SABE-Bogota study (2012); which is a cross-sectional survey conducted in older adults over the age of 60; with a �nal sample n=1,436. Spearman`s Rho
correlation coe�cient was used to assess concurrent validity, while limits of agreement were set through Bland-Altman plots. Criterion validity was performed
comparing face-to-face measured height with arm-span estimated height with linear regressions (R2 and SEE). Results There was a signi�cant correlation
between measured height and arm span estimated height of 0.856 (CI 95% 0.842-0.870; p<0.0001). Limits of agreement ranged between -7.65 and 11.14cm.
R2values ranged between 0.3 and 0.8, SEE was lower in males between 60 and 79 years of age. Conclusions Alternatives to estimate height in older adults are
necessary. Our results suggest that the arm span is a valid measure for the estimation of measured height in Colombian older adults.

Background
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), the proportion of 60-year or older adults worldwide will increase from 12 to 22% between 2015 and 2050
(1). As a consequence of these demographic changes, strains in health services are expected; mainly due to the higher prevalence of chronic diseases in this
age group (2). In fact, developing countries will face the combination of scarce specialized resources (e.g., geriatricians, nutritionists specialized in aging,
gerontologists, etc.) and accelerated aging, which will further burden their health systems (3). In particular, Latin America & the Caribbean is one of the regions
with the fastest population aging rates; the proportion of elderly individuals is expected to increase up to 82 percent from year 2000 to 2025 (4). In particular,
those professionals caring for the nutrition of the older adult population, face numerous challenges, such as the lack of accurate measurements for
parameters that could have been impacted by aging (i.e., body height).

Body composition is characterized by dynamic changes along the course of life. Aging is not an exception; older adults display changes that could turn into
diseases requiring intervention. For example, a decline in bone mineral density (BMD) commonly results in pathologies such as osteoporosis (5). This lower
BMD prompts adequate therapy in order to avoid adverse outcomes (e.g. hip fracture). However, it also leads to additional problems such as di�culties for
height measurement (6)(7). There is a decrease of about 5 to 8 centimeters (cm) of height in an 80-year older adult (compared to their maximum height), due
to a decrease in vertebral bodies, vertebral discs, increase in dorsal kyphosis and arch loss. (8–10)

Height is of paramount importance in clinical settings because of its multiple uses and signi�cance in different every-day older adult care situations such as
the nutritional assessment, which is relevant for geriatric medicine daily practice. However, it is di�cult to rely on height measurements in some subjects, since
in addition to lower BMD they may have further comorbidities, such as: contractures, quadriplegia, paraplegia, alterations of consciousness, pain, and
weakness, among others. The latter may make height measurements less reliable (11,12).

Surrogates of height have displayed valid results when compared to the actual measured height. However, estimations for this particular purpose should be
population-speci�c, since previous reports point to the fact that anthropometric measurements may vary according to ethnicity, lifestyle, economics and
environmental factors (13,14). In particular, previous studies carried out in Latin American populations have addressed the validity of knee-height; �nding that
equations derived from this measurement are valid for this group of older adults (15,16). However, knee-height has a number of limitations; for example, the
impossibility to be measured in amputated individuals –a common condition in older adults (17). Moreover, knee-height derived equations have shown to
underestimate BMI in women (18).

Therefore, having alternatives for height measurement with population-speci�c validity; is certainly an increasing need for the appropriate nutrition
assessment of older individuals, worldwide. To the best of our knowledge, there are no reports on the validity of arm-span derived height (ASDH) for the
estimation of measured height (MH) in Latin American older adults, and in particular from Colombia. Therefore, the aim of this study is to assess the validity
of ASDH in estimating MH in Colombian older adults.

Methods

Design and Sampling
This is a secondary analysis of the Survey on Health, Well-Being, and Aging in Latin America and the Caribbean in Bogotá, Colombia (SABE-B) study. In brief,
this is a cross-sectional study, with a representative sample of 60-year or older adults from Bogotá –capital city of Colombia– with a total of 2,000 individuals.

The questionnaire used in the SABE-B was derived from the original SABE study, which was previously conducted in eight Latin American capital cities. The
instrument was modi�ed and adapted to Colombia`s context, having added other relevant topics for the region, such as violence. Further description on the
aim and design of the SABE-B study is available elsewhere (19).

Anthropometric Measurements
In addition to the questionnaire, some anthropometric measurements were also available from the SABE-B, including MH and arm-span. Height was measured
(cm) with a stadiometer, installed at a 90º angle between the wall and the �oor, by using a graded tape placed 0 cm from the ground and then �xed to the wall.
Individuals were asked to be in an upright position with their heels together, standing against the wall. An imaginary line was drawn (Frankfurt plane) from the
upper edge of the ear canal to the base of the orbit, parallel to the stadiometer forming a right angle with the wall; in order to standardize head´s position. The
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measurement was taken from the tip of the head to the �oor. An average of three measurements was used for analyses. The arm span was taken as the
distance from the third �nger of the left hand to the third �nger of the right hand. The older adult in a sitting position, was asked to stretch her arms at a 90º
along a previously placed metric tape. This tape was stuck to the wall and parallel to the �oor. Also, the average of three measurements (cm) was used for
analysis.

Other Variables
Age in years was available as a continuous variable and was further classi�ed into the following categories: 60-64, 65-69, 70-74, 75-79 and ≥80. In addition,
sex was also used to stratify all the analyses.

Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics strati�ed by age group and sex were performed both for MH and arm-span. We present means and standard deviations (SD) for each
group. Mean differences between MH and arm span were tested through paired t-tests.

In order to assess concurrent validity, a Spearman´s Rho correlation between both measurements, and scatter plots were performed. We assessed the limits of
agreement with a Bland-Altman plot used to graphically illustrate the limits between MH and ASDH. Linear regression analysis was carried out to derive
predictive equations for the estimation of height with MH as the dependent variable and ASDH as the independent variable. Finally, R2 and standard error
estimates (SEE) were calculated. Data was analyzed using STATA® 12 for Mac OS and SAS® System for Windows, Version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). The
statistical signi�cance level was set at p<0.05, for all the estimates.

Ethical Issues
All study participants signed an informed consent form. The informed consent form, the instruments and all of the study materials were approved by the
Institutional Review Boards of Research and Ethics Committee at Ponti�cal Xavierian University and are according to the latest version of the Helsinki
declaration.

Results
From the original 2,000 participants, a total of 1,436 had complete information on height and arm span. The mean age was 71.17 years, and 64% were
female.

Table 1 shows the mean differences between MH an ASDH among all groups, showing a statistically signi�cant difference (p< 0.001) in values of 1.9±5.2 for
male and 1.7±4.4 for females within the total group.

Regarding correlations, for males, the Spearman´s Rho ranged between 0.76 in the 70-74 age group and 0.90 in the ≥80 age group. For the female group, the
Spearman

s Rho correlation of 0.84 for males and 0.80 for females (Figure 1). All of the correlations were statistically signi�cant.

Figure 1. Sex-strati�ed Scatter-plot Between Arm Span and Height, showing Spearman`s Rho

The slopes (regression beta coe�cients) for ASDH ranged between 0.5 and 0.8 (Table 2). The R2 ranged between 0.3 and 0.8 across age groups and gender,
and in the total sample, it was 0.6. Females between ages 60-74 as well as males between ages 60-64 and 75-79 displayed lower SEE values suggesting less
measurement error. All regression estimates were signi�cant.

Figure 2. Bland-Altman Plot for Height and Arm Span

In Figure 2, Bland-Altman analysis indicates that the 95% limits of agreement between the two methods ranged between -7.65 and 11.14 cm (mean difference
1.74cm, SD= 4.70). The height tends to be overestimated (>10 cm in the higher limit).

Discussion
A number of measurements are currently available to assess nutrition in older adults. Some challenges are posed by changes in body composition in older
adults, resulting in some di�culties –both technical and interpretative– when using common tools for this matter. (13) The clinical relevance of having an
accurate parameter that re�ects the underlying nutrition status is depicted in conditions such as malnutrition; a well-identi�ed issue leading to poor prognosis
(20) (21).

We analyzed the validity of ASHD in estimating MH in different age and sex groups of Colombian older adults. The correlation for the whole sample was
0.856 (CI 95% 0.842-0.870; p<0.0001), which is consistent with previous studies (6,22). To the best of our knowledge, this is the �rst work to report ASHD in
Latin American older adults. Having local evidence is necessary since body composition has shown to vary across different populations (23), and proper
validation process are advisable for speci�c groups of older adults.

sRhoran ≥ dbetween0.68 ∈ the75 − 79a ≥ group and 0.84 ∈ the65 − 69 and 70 − 74a ≥ groups(Tab ≤ 2). Inthe → talgroupanaly
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As for our results, ASDH is a valid measurement for the estimation of MH in Colombian older adults, with appropriate limits of agreement. This opens the door
for clinicians, in order for them to have an alternative when height cannot be accurately measured or when the patient’s conditions do not allow height
measurement in a standing position; particularly in those patients with lower limb amputation. In fact, some authors accept the ASDH as a measure in some
clinical situations where measuring height is di�cult. For instance, with aging, where height tends to decrease while arm span remains unchanged (6). This
approach is useful as well for research settings, allowing to have more accurate measurements in older populations.

Due to progressive height loss, ASDH has been evaluated for estimating BMI in older adults, (24,25) in addition to other composite indexes (e.g., skeletal
muscle index). Previous studies have shown that ASDH is an accurate surrogate for MH in children and adults (22,24,25). For example, regarding the
comparison of MH with ASDH, a study carried out in India showed that ASDH estimated better BMI when compared to MH, which resulted in an
overestimation of the BMI (mean difference of 10.8 cm in men and 9.2 cm in women). The latter demonstrates than ASDH is a valid alternative to MH for
calculation of BMI among older adults (25). Moreover, another study in Malawi reports a mean difference of 9.9 ± 4.9 cm for females and 11.6 ± 4.4 for males
between MH and ASDH with a correlation of 0.871 for males and 0.815 for females, showing that ASDH is a good surrogate for MH (22). In addition to the
utility for assessing nutritional status, other measurements requiring height adjustment have also shown similar results using ASDH. For example, it has been
seen in predicted values for calculating FVC and VEF 1 for spirometry; where the predicted values were lower if measured with ASDH compared to MH. Thus,
presenting worse lung function and severity disease when measured through the ASDH (26), prompting to a more precise treatment of these individuals.

Our study has some limitations. As a cross-sectional study, there is no certainty about true height loss, a longitudinal analysis would be more appropriate for
this matter. Anthropometric measurements may have evaluator related biases and limitations in persons with joint pain or mobility problems. Compared to the
subjects who remained in the study, those who were excluded (564) were signi�cantly older, but there were no differences by sex. Thus, our results may apply
less to the very old aged group. The sample had loss of information. In order to assess the potential impact of these missing values, comparisons of age and
sex between included and non-included older adults were performed, showing no statistical difference between groups. In our study it was not possible to
differentiate between rural and urban areas. However, other studies with the same characteristics in Colombia have not found signi�cant anthropometric
differences between these areas (27). Finally, the local nature of our sample makes it di�cult to generalize our results.

It is widely known that the Latin American population is constituted from a mix of several ethnic origins and this fact makes them unique. Speci�c information
on how to assess nutrition in this group narrows the knowledge gap on this topic. The SABE-Bogota sample covers a representative sample of Bogotá which
is the capital of Colombia. Bogotá is recognized for being a multi-cultural and multi-ethnical city, since during the last decades massive migration from
different regions in all the country occurred, due to forced displacement and need of people for better opportunities. However, most of the people in the sample
recognize themselves as a non-particular race 92.9%, followed by African descendent 3.1% and indigenous 2.1%.

Our study has several advantages, anthropometric measurements like height and arm-span were taken three times and its average was used in our analysis,
lowering the risk for measurement bias; in concordance with other studies we show that ASDH is a valid measurement to estimate MH, with appropriate limits
of agreement. Our results offer a new alternative when height cannot be accurately measured or when the subject’s conditions do not allow height
measurement in a standing position.

Conclusions
Previous works have addressed alternatives for height estimation in older adults Latin America (16,18), however this work is novel regarding the usage of arm
span for estimating height in Colombian older adults. Having local evidence is necessary, since body composition varies among populations and ethnical
groups (28). Therefore, these results can be of both clinical and research signi�cance. Surrogates to MH should be studied in Latin America countries, our
results suggest that the ASDH is a valid measure for the estimation of MH in Colombian older adults Finally, further research should aim at exploring ASDH
and MH relationship in other Latin American countries (17,21,13).

Abbreviations
WHO: World Health Organization; BMD: Bone mineral density; CM: Centimeters; MH: Measured height; SABE-B: Survey on Health, Well-Being, and Aging in
Latin America and the Caribbean in Bogotá, Colombia; SD: Standard deviations; SEE: standard error estimates.
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Tables

Table 1. Study population, descriptive statistics for height and arm span by age, Bogota SABE study

 

  Male Female

Age group (years) n Height (cm) Arm span (cm) Difference n Height (cm) Arm span (cm) Difference

60-64 142 164.0±6.7 165.7±8.0 1.7±4.4** 240 152.0±5.7 153.0±6.0 1.0±3.7**

65-69 122 162.3±7.5 164.4±8.5 2.0±7.3* 215 149.8±6.0 151.4±6.3 1.6±3.5**

70-74 102 161.4±5.8 163.8±7.2 2.4±5.2** 183 149.5±6.1 151.2±6.6 1.7±3.7**

75-79 87 161.7±6.7 163.0±7.4 1.3±3.3** 134 148.5±7.0 150.1±7.6 1.5±6.8*

≥80 82 161.5±8.0 163.3±9.1 1.9±4.0** 122 147.2±6.7 150.3±6.7 3.1±4.5**

Total 535 162.3±7.0 164.2±8.1 1.9±5.2** 894 149.8±6.4 151.4±6.6 1.7±4.4**

* p<0.01 ** p<0.001 obtained by paired t-test
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Table 2. Linear regression equations estimating height from arm span and correlations between height and arm span; stratified for sex

and age categories

 

Age group

Sex n Estimated Equation Adjusted R2 SEE Spearman (Rho) Correlation

60-64 Male 142 H= 48.68 + (0.69 * AS) 0.69 3.72 0.86

  Female 240 H= 36.67 + (0.75 * AS) 0.64 3.39 0.78

65-69 Male 122 H= 77.35 + (0.52 * AS) 0.34 6.09 0.80

  Female 215 H= 28.93 + (0.79 * AS) 0.69 3.28 0.84

70-74 Male 102 H= 77.30 + (0.56 * AS) 0.48 4.14 0.76

  Female 183 H= 33.05 + (0.77 * AS) 0.69 3.34 0.84

75-79 Male 87 H= 30.61 + (0.80 * AS) 0.79 3.02 0.86

  Female 134 H= 69.94 + (0.52 * AS) 0.32 5.74 0.68

≥80 Male 82 H= 31.62 + (0.79 * AS) 0.81 3.51 0.90

  Female 122 H= 30.46 + (0.78 * AS) 0.60 4.23 0.76

Total Male 535 H= 52.61 + (0.67 * AS) 0.60 4.43 0.84

  Female 894 H= 37.42 + (0.74 * AS) 0.59 4.04 0.80

Regression equation is y=a+bx. Dependent variable =Height as y; Independent variable=Arm Span (AS) as x. In the equation, a=constant

and b=regression coefficient for arm span. SEE=standard error of estimate is the root mean standard error. All estimated equations and

all correlations have p<.0001
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Figure 1

Sex-strati�ed Scatter-plot Between Arm Span and Height, showing Spearman`s Rho

Figure 2
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Bland-Altman Plot for Height and Arm Span


